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Abstract

With the recent understanding of the channel capacity
in wireless systems that allow much higher data rates in
high scattering environments, transmission over mul-
tiple antenna systems has become an attractive op-
tion. In this paper we present candidate algorithms
for decoding multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
systems and study their behavior and implementation
for a 4-by-4 antenna system in a UMTS environment.

1 Introduction

After it was shown that the scattering wireless channel
has a much larger capacity than expected, the �rst de-
coding algorithms for a MIMO system were proposed
in [1]. In a recent e�ort (see companion paper[2]), a
prototype for a UMTS system with four transmit and
four receive antennas was designed, allowing to exploit
four times the capacity of a standard UMTS system
per user code.

The 4-by-4 MIMO system requires to measure 16
channels. For each channel, four �ngers (corresponding
to four signi�cant multipath components) are selected
summing up to 64 observations for four transmitted
symbols. After decorrelation, the received signals can
be stored in a 64�4 matrix H(k) for the channel infor-
mation and in a 4 � 1 vector s(k) for the transmitted
QPSK data elements. The observation vector is thus
given by:

r(k) =H(k)s(k) + v(k): (1)

2 MIMO Decoding Algorithms

The following MIMO decoding algorithms have been
realized in TI-C67 DSP to decode the symbols in (1)
and compared:

� ZF receiver:

ŝ(k) = Q[(H�(k)H(k))�1H�(k)r(k)]:

� ZF-BLAST (also V-BLAST[3, 4]) receiver: suc-
cessively using LS with matrix H(k) of decreas-
ing dimension, based on the smallest row norm of
(H�(k)H(k))�1H�(k). Note that such an iterative
method is also known in literature as down-dating
(see, for example, chapter 2.7 in[5]).

� MMSE receiver:

ŝ(k) = Q[(H�(k)H(k) + �2vI)
�1
H
�(k)r(k)]:

� MMSE-BLAST receiver: successively using
MMSE with matrixH(k) of decreasing dimension,
based on the smallest row norm of (H�(k)H(k) +
�2vI)

�1
H
�(k). Note that this condition is equiva-

lent to the condition in the V-BLAST algorithm
for �2

v
= 0.

� ML receiver: Full search over all possible
constellations[6, 7].

� Iterative cancellation algorithm: Starting with an
initial estimate ŝ(k; 0), the estimate is iteratively
improved. Details follow in the next section.

3 Analysis of Iterative Cancella-

tion Algorithm

Assume the 64� 4 channel matrix H(k), de�ning the
observation vector r(k):

r(k) = H(k)s(k) + v(k) (2)

Premultiplying with H�(k) allows subtracting the en-
tries by using the following approach:

r̂(k) = �H�(k)r(k)��H�(k)H(k)ŝ(k)+D(k)ŝ(k) (3)

D(k) being the diagonal elements of H�(k)H(k).
Note that for correct values of ŝ(k) and � = 1, r̂(k) =
D(k)s(k) remains. The iterative decoding algorithm
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then applies a nonlinear operation Q[x] to map the �l-
tered values into the nearest values in the set of trans-
mitted symbols. The full iteration step thus reads:

ŝ(k; l + 1) = Q[�H�(k)r(k)� �H�(k)H(k)ŝ(k; l)

+D(k)ŝ(k; l)]: (4)

For arguments close to the mapped values of Q[x], let
us assume a linear approximation, only valid in the
vicinity of those values and we can re-formulate the
equation by:

ŝ(k; l + 1) = �D�1(k)H�(k)r(k) (5)

��D�1(k)H�(k)H(k)ŝ(k; l) + ŝ(k; l):

This update equation can be rewritten to the following
form, displaying the transient behavior of the symbol
errors:

s(k)� ŝ(k; l + 1) =
�
I� �D�1(k)H�(k)H(k)

�
�[s(k)� ŝ(k; l)]

��D�1(k)H�(k)v(k): (6)

The stability condition can now be found immediately
from this equation. The following eigenvalues all need
to be upper-bounded by one:��eig �I� �D�1(k)H�(k)H(k)

��� < 1: (7)

By varying � the inuence of the eigenvalues can be
controlled as well as the noise level. For smaller val-
ues of � eigenvalues from outside of the unit circle will
move towards the inside but also small eigenvalues can
move from the inside toward the unit circle preventing
fast convergence. Thus, a small step-size strategy re-
quires many iterations.

A compromise can be a decaying step-size as it is
common to gradient-type algorithms. In every step

�(l) = ��(l � 1);

with � < 1. Figure 1 depicts the result for one value
out of the time-variant channel as described in the fol-
lowing section when run with the iterative cancellation
algorithm for various values of �(0) = �.

4 Comparison

In the following simulations, two channels types have
been investigated: a time-invariant channel with ma-
trix H(k) = H = I + E, E being an all-one matrix,
and a time-variant matrix H(k) whose entries were all
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Figure 1: Iterative cancellation algorithm over number

of runs.

independent Rayleigh fading processes with identical
energy and a Doppler speed of 10kmph. Figures 2-
4 depict the results on the static channel for ZF,ML
and iterative cancellation receiver, respectively. The
theoretical expected BER can be evaluated by classi-
cal methods and is shown for comparison. The plotted
curves are shown for spreading factors 4 to 256. A very
good agreement with theory has been achieved for all
algorithms (only three are shown in the �gures). Typi-
cally for static or almost static behavior where channel
estimation can run over a longer period to improve the
channel estimation quality, the di�erences between the
best behavior (ML) and the worst (ZF) are in a range of
3dB with the BLAST-algorithms in the middle. Know-
ing the noise level does not show clear improvements
as would be expected for MMSE schemes. The cor-
rupted nature of the channel estimates seems to hurdle
these types of algorithms. Note that the CDMA re-
ceiver front end delivers channel information on four
�ngers for each sub-channel. Applying low spreading
factors can lead to substantial noise when the �ngers
do not carry information. In order to show agreement
with the theoretical lines, only the �rst �nger, match-
ing the channel position was taken.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the results for ZF-BLAST
and ML in the time-variant environment. In this sim-
ulation run, the channel was chosen to be at but each
sub-channel moves independently with a Jakes model
fading. The Doppler speed was set to 10kmph, thus
slow enough to track the channel movements. Assume
the channel to be of the following structure:

H(k) =

2
664

�11(k) �12(k) �13(k) �14(k)
�21(k) �22(k) �23(k) �24(k)
�31(k) �32(k) �33(k) �34(k)
�41(k) �42(k) �43(k) �44(k)
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Each pdf is identical and of the form:

f�(�) =
�

�2
e
�

�
2

2�2 U(�); (9)

with � the variance of each Jakes fader and U(_) the
step function. Computing the BER is equivalent to
solving the following integral:

BER = 0:5
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f�i(�i)d�i: (10)

Note that the elements of H�(k)H(k) are positive real-
valued on the main diagonal and complex-valued else-
where. The integration over the non-diagonal elements
is expected to add up to zero (or close to zero) while
the diagonal terms have a much stronger contribution.
Taking only the diagonal terms into account, the above
expression can be evaluated to
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Thus, theoretically, a four times diversity improvement
is expected. Only the ML algorithm achieves this be-
havior, all other algorithms show a very poor perfor-
mance, the ZF-BLAST algorithm being one of the bet-
ter performers. Figure7 displays a comparisons of all
algorithms when applying spreading factor 32.

Another channel situation was examined, in which
all four �ngers carry information, one chip-spaced
in distance and the power pro�le being in the ratio
[8:4:2:1]. The Doppler speed for each channel com-
ponent was set to 10kmph. It can be shown that for
identical power on all paths, a 16-times diversity can be
expected. With this particular power pro�le, however,
the 16-times diversity is a lower bound and the four
times diversity (from the �rst �nger only) an upper
bound. The following Figure8 displays the behavior of
the various algorithms using spreading factor 32.
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Figure 2: ZF receiver on static channel.
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Figure 3: ML receiver on static channel.
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Figure 4: Iterative Cancellation receiver on static chan-

nel.
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Figure 5: ML receiver on time-variant at channel.
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Figure 6: ZF-BLAST receiver on time-variant at

channel.
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Algorithm comparison for flat Rayleigh fading matrix at SF=32
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Figure 7: Comparisons of decoding algorithms on time-

variant at channel with spreading factor 32.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of decoding algorithms on time-

variant dispersive channel with spreading factor 32.

5 Implementation

Each algorithm is implemented and optimized to run
on a TI-C67 oating point DSP. Details of the com-
plete system are presented in the companion paper[2].
The channel estimation is performed on a set of four
pilot symbols, i.e., 266�s. All algorithms have the nice
property that some part is dependent on the channel
information while the remaining part is not. In other
words, every time the new channel information comes
in, the �rst part needs to be updated. However, the
decoding part can be applied as often as the channel
information remains constant. For a spreading factor
of four, for example, the decoding part can be applied
256 times before the channel is updated again. This
reduces the complexity of the algorithms substantially.
Furthermore, if it is known that the channel is static (or
quasi-static), the channel updates can run on a much
slower scale, leaving basically the decoding complexity.
In the following table1, the supported spreading factors
for the algorithms running in real-time (assuming only
the decoding part) are listed. The (*) at ML means
that the performance for spreading factor 64 could only
be achieved by applying �x-point C-types (short) and
operations. Fortunately, ML does not require a matrix
inverse and is therefore very robust in �x-point.

algorithm spreading factors
ZF,MMSE 32,64,128,256
ML 64*,128,256
ZF-,MMSE-BLAST 64,128,256
Iterative Cancellation 64,128,256

Table 1: Supported spreading factors in real time on
167MHz C67

6 Conclusion

Various decoding strategies for MIMO decoding in a
wideband CDMA (UMTS) scenario were presented.
While on static channels all algorithms show roughly
the same behavior, on time-varying channels, the algo-
rithms perform distinctly di�erent. ML is always the
best performer and does not su�er of too high com-
plexity. Due to its numerical robustness, it can be im-
plemented in short types with �x-point operations and
thus saving complexity.
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